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Witness Statement
Professor Michael Hamel-Green

I, Michael Hamel-Green of 41 Kendall Street, Coburg, 3058 in the State of Victoria, declare
as follows:
Background/Experience
1. I am an Emeritus Professor with Victoria University Melbourne (“VU”).
2. My first academic post was with Melbourne State College in 1973-74.
3. After completing my PhD, I obtained a position with the then Western Institute as a
Lecturer in 1989. Western Institute was amalgamated with Footscray Institute of
Technology in 1990 to become Victoria University, and I remained with VU until I
retired in November 2014. During that time, I progressed through the academic
promotion system from Lecturer (Level B) to Professor (Level E)
4. While at VU, I worked as a teaching and research academic. I also held the academic
administrative/management roles of Head of School, Deputy Dean and Dean. A copy
of my curriculum vitae is Attachment MHG-1.
5. After my final term as Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Education and Human
Development concluded in January 2012, I returned to a teaching and research role
until my retirement from paid employment with VU in November 2014.
6. At that time, I accepted an honorary appointment as an Emeritus Professor.
7. During my employment, I was a member of the National Tertiary Education Industry
Union (NTEU).
8. As Dean, I was responsible for the overall management of a large and diverse faculty.
It had approximately 250 non-casual academic staff, approximately 150 casual
academic staff, and approximately 30 general staff. Precise numbers varied from time
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to time. While many of these staff reported to line managers below the Dean, as Dean
I had final responsibility for staffing issues. I also directly supervised the Heads of
School, faculty office staff, and associate deans.
Academic hours of work
9. VU is similar to other Australian universities, in that academic work is counted as
being in one of the broad areas of teaching, research, administration and engagement.
10. Within these areas, some work is specifically allocated by the employer – this is
typical for teaching allocations, for example – while other work is largely selfdirected – for example while employer expectations require that VU academics will
do an amount of research, it is generally largely up to the academic to decide what
that research will be about, and what form it will take.
11. At VU, there is a detailed workload allocation model which has been developed over
time by negotiation between the NTEU and university management. Under this
model, a full academic workload is considered to be 100 points, with an upper limit
on allocations of 110 points in any year. Any points over 100 may be carried forward
into the subsequent year, and a concomitant reduction in points negotiated, to result in
an average of 100 points over time. In practice, many staff would carry workloads of
greater than 100 points year in, year out, without any real opportunity for a lighter
load to balance out the excess points.
12. Within this workload allocation, as Dean I would aim to establish maximum fairness
as between staff. This in fact mitigates against individual staff being given a workload
they could be expected to perform competently within a forty hour week, because that
could only be achieved by loading additional work onto others. As faculties and
decision-makers are constrained by the available staffing budget, the system enables a
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fair distribution of overwork, rather than allowing for the total volume of work to be
limited to anything approaching standard hours.
13. The system does allow for some internal flexibility in workload allocation as between
the different areas of academic work. Some staff, particularly in senior roles, are
recognised as having heavier administrative loads. Staff are categorised as research
active, or not research active. Research active staff are given a slightly lighter
teaching load, to allow them more time to maintain their research effort. New
academics, and academics transitioning from a non-research active role to a research
active one are given a little more time for research. For example, when I ceased being
Dean and returned to a normal teaching and research role, I was considered to be
“transitioning” from a primarily administrative role back into one where I aimed to be
research active, and I was allowed more time within my workload allocation in
recognition of the extra research work effort that would be required to re-establish my
research record.
14. VU measures academic research performance using the Measure of Research Activity
(“MORA”) established under a university policy called the Measuring Individual
Research Activity Policy (Attachment MHG-2). This calculates research output over
the previous three years, taking into account external research income, research
publications (which may include creative works and, with approval, research reports
or submissions to government, etc) and research student completions. The minimum
expected level of achievement for teaching and research academics and research only
academics is set out in the policy, and varies depending on level of appointment. Staff
with a greater allocation of research time are expected to achieve above the minimum
MORA measure. Each type of research output is allocated points. The points for
publications may be weighted to reflect the relative importance of some types of
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publication when compared to others. Points for research higher degree supervision
may be shared between a number of academic staff with supervisory roles in relation
to a single student, and will only be counted if the student completes in a timely
manner. The MORA imposes definite performance requirements on academic staff in
relation to their research effort.
15. While the MORA is an instrument developed by VU, it is similar to indexes of
research activity used by most, if not all, Australian universities. Tools which
articulate definite requirements for academic staff to demonstrate research activity
against set expectations for research income generated and for tangible outputs in
terms of publications and higher degree supervisions, were rapidly implemented
across the sector in response to Commonwealth policy changes which linked
university funding, in part, to being able to demonstrate their research activity against
those metrics.
16. Whether higher degree supervision should count as research or as teaching is a grey
area. It depends in large part on the level of study of the student and the nature of the
supervisory role. At VU, this work is counted with research in the workload model.
17. Administrative duties of academic staff have expanded in recent years. This results
from an expansion in the extent to which academic work is monitored and audited,
with expanded reporting requirements for academics, from changes in technology,
and from a shifting of functions (such as marketing) previously performed by general
staff onto academics.
18. As an experienced academic administrator, I am aware of the many variables that
come into play when considering how much time an academic might reasonably
spend doing the work that is allocated to them. It depends on the discipline, the nature
and level of the courses taught, the academic’s individual research commitments, their
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teaching experience, the size and characteristics of the student cohort, and a number
of other factors. Nevertheless, it is possible as a manager to take these factors into
account, and to make a fair assessment of how much time it would take a competent
academic to complete a given academic workload to a professional standard.
Experienced educators can judge this fairly accurately.
19. The problem is that practically all academics are overworked, so as a manager it is
very difficult to give a greater allowance for one staff member, because then you
would have to do the same for others, and you are constrained by a limited budget.
You are required to work within budget. This is closely monitored by the university
central administration, and particularly by the finance department. Even within the
first few months of the year if I had started to exceed the staffing budget for my
Faculty, I would be rapped over the knuckles. This places a constraint over the extent
to which a Dean can make allowance for workload problems.
20. Because academic workload is measured across the year, the heavy workload during
teaching weeks is to some extent balanced against the fact that there is less pressure
during the non-teaching weeks. The analysis of how much time a workload will take
an academic to complete therefore needs to look at the whole year.
21. Some academics will certainly feel under huge pressure during semester, because they
have to face their classes every week. They have to be on top of things, and are totally
accountable to their students, who pick up very quickly if an academic is not on top of
their subject. It is a substantial psychological pressure on staff to face that every week.
If the preparation has not been done before the semester begins, the pressure is
immense. I was on a course review panel for Deakin University after they introduced
a trimester system, and the question of the pressure on staff was a problem there,
since there was less time between trimesters for staff to catch up with their work.
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Universities are increasingly scheduling teaching activities during what were
previously thought of as non-teaching weeks. For example, the Higher Education
study dates for VU in 2016 are:

Study dates










Summer option (2015/2016): 9 November 2015 to 29 January 2016
Semester 1: 29 February to 27 May 2016
Semester 1 exam period: 6 June to 24 June 2016
Semester 2: 25 July to 21 October 2016
Semester 2 exam period: 2 November to 18 November 2016
Trimester 1: 29 March to 22 July 2016
Trimester 2: 25 July to 18 November 2016
Trimester 3: 21 November 2016 to 24 March 2017
Winter option: 6 June to 15 July 2016

Semester breaks




Semester 1 mid-semester break: 25 March to 3 April 2016
Mid-year break: 25 June to 24 July 2016
Semester 2 mid-semester break: 26 September to 30 September 2016

Source: https://www.vu.edu.au/student-life/timetables-calendars/academic-calendar.
As can be seen, the periods described as “Semester breaks” overlap with the Sumer
option, Winter option, and Trimester teaching period dates. While most academic
staff are not involved in teaching all year round, there are increasing requirements for
teaching to be done outside the traditional two semesters. In a competitive funding
environment, this expansion of the proportion of the year in which teaching is done
contributes to the viability of the institutions, but at the moment it is at the expense of
increased working hours for both academic and general staff.
22. The proportion of academic working time that is spent doing work necessary to meet
the employer’s expectations has increased markedly in recent years. In addition to the
increase in allocated duties and the imposition of specific research performance
targets discussed above, the extent of monitoring, auditing and requirement for
responding to central requirements has expanded. There is also an increased
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expectation that academics will attend workshops to learn new software systems and
other administrative changes, a greater requirement to engage in course promotion
activities to maintain student enrolment numbers.
23. After relinquishing the position of Dean and returning to a teaching and research
academic role, I was working approximately 60 hours a week, when averaged across
the year. Of that, approximately 55 hours a week was spent in doing what was
absolutely essential to complete the work required of me by VU. The remaining 5
hours a week was spent either in going “above and beyond” expectations in relation to
required work, or in work activities which were self-motivated and not required of me
by my employer. There were no weeks (except while on leave) when I worked less
than 45 hours.
24. This is despite my workload in 2015, for example, being calculated by the VU
workload system as being only 91% of a full academic workload, including a “carry
forward” of 2.6% from the previous year and a research transition allowance that
covered the remaining 9% load. A copy of the spreadsheet calculating this (with
postgraduate student names deleted for confidentiality reasons) is Attachment MHG3.
25. Academics employed on short term appointments are the most vulnerable to pressure
to work long hours. Colleagues employed on fixed term contracts have expressed to
me their anxiety that if they are not seen to do whatever is asked of them, they will
not have their contracts renewed. Staff on fixed term contracts are a younger cohort
than those with ongoing employment, and therefore occupy more junior positions.
This compounds their vulnerability to taking on excessive workloads.
26. This is even more so for sessional academics.
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27. Breaks in service associated with childbirth and parental leave have a welldocumented impact on career progress for women academics. This problem is
exacerbated for women, and some men, with young children (or other family
members who require time and energy). Teaching work cannot be avoided, so it is
usually an academic’s research output and their capacity to take on responsible roles
(such as coordination) which suffers when they are unable to work long hours. This is
damaging to their career prospects, as meeting or preferably exceeding research
expectations and demonstrating the capacity to undertake significant responsibilities
are important for probation, promotion and contract renewal. If an academic already
has a gap in their research record as a result of taking parental leave, then returning to
work part time or being constrained in how much time she can invest in her academic
work out-of-hours can compound and permanently entrench this damage to her career.
28. Academic work cannot be constrained to a 9 to 5 working week. It does not lend itself
to a time sheet or time clock system. It is inherent in the nature of the work that
academics need professional control over when and where much of their work is
performed. Academics often do their best work when they can find periods of
uninterrupted concentration, which is rarely available during the week on campus.
The freedom to do some work in the evenings or on weekends is important for
universities to get the best out of their academic staff. Flexibility in when work is
performed, however, is a different question from the total hours spent working.
Unfortunately, the requirement that work extend into people’s private time is now
treated as an employer expectation rather than an employee choice.
29. In theory, at VU, when an academic goes on leave, they are supposed to notify the
research office so that an alternative supervisor can be identified for their research
students (PhD, Masters by research, Honours). In practice, however, this is not
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regularly complied with. It can be difficult to find another supervisor with the right
discipline knowledge, or for that person to get up to speed on the student’s progress,
and it can be quite disruptive for students to have a different supervisor. As a result,
supervisors will often continue supervising duties while they are on leave. This is
particularly true for short periods of leave. The University has a system in place to
identify another supervisor, but it relies on the staff member notifying the research
office, rather than being automatically triggered by an academic applying for leave.
The system is there, but it is honoured in the breach.
30. Because of the highly competitive nature of research grants, once an academic has a
grant, there is huge pressure for them to complete the research project within the
allocated time. This mitigates against staff being able to take leave during a research
project, but often it is a term of fixed term contract employment under a research
grant that all leave be taken during the term of the contract – if leave were
accumulated and paid out at the end of the contract, the University would have to fund
it from other income streams, and that is strongly discouraged. The consequence is
that some research staff apply for leave, but need to keep working during that leave to
ensure that their project is completed on time.
31. Like all universities, VU has invested heavily in new technology both for
administration of records and for teaching. There has been a narrative among senior
management that this will reduce workloads for everyone. While this may prove true
in the very long term, it certainly has not done so in the short term. For most staff
there has been an increase in workload associated with redesigning curriculum for
online delivery, learning new systems, assisting students to learn new systems,
handling an expansion of student interaction online, and resolving both systemic and
interpersonal problems that arise as a result. This has a particularly heavy impact on
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course coordinators. For example we have recently had problems at VU with students
being unable to enrol due to a new computer system.
32. I have accepted workloads that require me to work very long hours because I feel
obliged to the students to provide them with a good course and a high quality
education. My professional reputation depends on maintaining my research output.
And I feel a sense of general obligation to the university which is shared by my
academic colleagues. There is a sort of esprit de corps which you don’t want to
undermine by leaving work undone. Things I did not finish would be shifted onto
other staff, resulting in even longer hours of work for them.
33. An academic who stopped working after 38 hours in a week (other than as a form of
protected industrial action) would find themselves subject to consequences in their
employment. They would be perceived as uncooperative or not a team member, and
this would damage their chances of promotion or contract renewal.
General Staff hours of work
34. As Dean, I worked closely with the more senior general staff in the Faculty, including
the Faculty manager and School managers. I am aware that the workload pressures on
such staff have also increased in recent years, as a result of staffing cutbacks and a
significant increase in the number of reports and detailed policy evaluations required
by central administration. This put enormous pressure on staff at HEW7-9 who I
worked with. They regularly worked on weekends and evenings to get reports done. I
would commonly receive documents by email that had been sent by general staff at
times well beyond their recorded working hours. There were occasional staff who did
not work back, but the conscientious general staff, who were the majority, were
definitely working well beyond their 9 to 5 hours, without any compensation. At the
time I did not take any steps to ensure that they were claiming Time Off In Lieu or
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paid overtime. One reason that this did not occur to me was that it was established
custom and practice. Another is that, as an academic, I was in the same boat: we all
contributed extra, uncompensated hours of work and worked in the evenings and on
weekends. As a result, I did not think sufficiently about the impact of the same
expectations on other categories of staff. General staff were also committed to the
students, and to the success of the faculty. The culture of long working hours that is
endemic to academic work was shared by our general staff colleagues and obscured
the importance of ensuring that general staff overtime was authorised and
compensated. I do not recall any staff at HEW 7-9 requesting payment for overtime
while I was Dean. Nevertheless, I was aware that they were working long hours and
took no steps to address the issue myself. In retrospect, I recognise that I was
delinquent in addressing this issue as their manager.
35. General staff at lower classification levels were more likely to have their overtime
authorised and compensated for. There is a clear rule at VU that overtime will only be
paid (or TOIL authorised) if the additional hours were approved in advance. I am
aware of at least one instance where a claim for overtime for time worked was refused
on the basis that the time had not been approved in advance.
Scholarship required to keep up with developments in the discipline
36. It is essential for all academic staff to be up to date with developments in their
respective disciplines. This goes well beyond what we might do in preparation of
courses or in the course of our research, to encompass a general grasp of important
new research and other developments in the field. This is driven not so much by
employer directive but by the intrinsic requirements of an academic job. If one did not
keep up to date, it would very quickly become difficult to maintain current and
relevant courses, and to provide students with the level of intellectual engagement
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they deserve. In my own discipline areas of Conflict Resolution, International
Security, Regional and International Organizations, and Community Development, in
addition to my own research and the specific preparation of courses, I spent at least
half a day a week doing work to keep up to date. This involves activities such as:


attending seminar programs, which are regularly run by VU and by other
universities in the Melbourne metropolitan area;



reading journal articles;



reading new books;



attending major conferences;



attending professional network meetings, including professional association
conferences and seminars, and reading their newsletters;



participating in Community Development Teaching networks;



reading new textbooks;



keeping abreast of developments in the policies of governments and state,
national and international organisations;



keeping abreast of relevant news reports

37. As a Professor, I am expected to provide academic leadership in my field, and
therefore need to devote considerable time to maintaining my expertise and
knowledge. On the other hand, less experienced academics need to spend more time
building their expertise and expanding their breadth of knowledge. In some fields,
staff are also required to undertake programs to maintain professional registration.
The specifics of what each academic might do to maintain their knowledge of their
field will therefore differ from person to person, but everyone has to do this work in
one form or another. As Dean, I expected all academic staff in the Faculty to dedicate
the time necessary to be and remain experts in their fields.
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38. This expectation also applies to sessional academics (those casuals who are engaged
to teach regularly, rather than coming in for a very small number of guest lectures). At
VU, sessional academics by and large fell into three groups – some were PhD
students, who would do some of this work of keeping up to date with the field through
their unpaid PhD research; some were also engaged in professional employment and
were kept up to date with developments in their professional field through that other
paid employment; and some were people whose only or primary employment was
with VU, and who were not undertaking research higher degrees. This latter group are
also expected to keep up to date with their discipline, but are not paid to do that work.
39. In appointing sessional academics to teach in my subjects, I look for the people who
are dedicated to their disciplines, and who I know to be committed to keeping up to
date. It would rebound on the course and the university to employ staff who are not up
to date. If sessionals failed to continue to take an active interest in developments in
their discipline area, they would not be re-employed. Students expect teaching staff to
be on top of developments during semester, and can be very demanding and critical if
they pick up that you are not up to date. Thus there are inherent drivers in the nature
of the work, both intrinsic to the academic’s own interest and imposed by the
expectations of students and supervisors, for academics to keep up to date with our
disciplines. These apply to sessionals as much as to any other academic staff –
perhaps even more so since they are constantly at risk of not being re-employed.
40. For sessionals working in my discipline areas, I would expect that they would attend
relevant seminars, read at least the most significant new journal articles and books,
and keep abreast of policy developments in the field. There are extremely limited
institutional resources to support conference attendance for sessionals who are not
PhD students, and even when conference attendance is supported, it is in the form of
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registration costs and sometimes travel, rather than wages for the time spent attending.
In my experience, most sessional academic staff would spend at least one hour a week
during the course of their engagement, as well as probably as much time again during
their unpaid weeks between engagements, in keeping up to date with their field. I do
not think it would be possible for them to do their job properly if they did not.
University Policies
41. VU has a large library of policies, running to thousands of pages and regularly
updated. The policies are available online at https://policy.vu.edu.au/masterlist.php.
42. All academic staff are required to know and comply with the policies relevant to their
work. For sessional academics at VU, I would expect them to at least be familiar with
the policies on:


Assessment



Equity



Academic progress



Plagiarism



Health and safety (particularly in laboratories and pracs, but also when
working alone)



Communication and Social Media policies



Disputes and Grievance procedures



Emergency procedures



Cultural Diversity



Indigenous policiies

and many more.
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43. In addition, they need to be aware of the range of student support services that are
available, and of what to do in circumstances of student misbehaviour or mental
health problems.
Employer responses to long hours of work
44. As Dean, I chaired the Faculty Health and Safety Committee. I am not aware of any
steps by VU to examine the health and safety impact of the long hours being worked
by academic or general staff, other than a consideration several years ago of the need
for admin staff to take short breaks from time to time in order to avoid repetitive
strain injury.
45. The only measures I am aware of that operated to limit working hours were the
constraints in the academic workload system – whereby if you took on more than
110% of a full time workload you would not have any load above 110 points counted
– and some procedures designed to encourage people to take their annual leave. I have
never received, nor issued, an instruction to limit or prevent the working of unpaid
overtime by general staff, or otherwise to encourage people to limit their working
hours. In practice, the university relies on that unpaid work being performed.
46. VU does not have a common lunch time. At one stage there was an attempt to keep
Tuesdays from 12 to 2 clear of timetabled classes, but this was to enable common
time to schedule meetings and seminars, rather than to guarantee lunch breaks. Even
that common time no longer applies. Academic staff in particular can have classes
scheduled back-to-back such that they have no break for lunch.
Information Technology
47. It is now well established practice that academic staff will undertake online work,
including accessing work internet and email systems, online journals, conference
papers, etc, when they are away from campus, whether that be at other campuses, at
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conferences or meetings, or working from home. As a result, I, like most academic
staff, maintained an internet connection at home at my own expense. I was provided
with a laptop by the university. They also provided me with a mobile phone account,
but, due to a conscientious objection to the service provider used by the university, I
chose to use my own phone.
48. I was able to claim a portion of my home office expenses, including internet
connection, against my tax.

Michael Hamel-Green
9 March 2016
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Measuring Individual Research Activity Policy
Section 1 - Purpose / Objectives
(1) The University measures the individual research activity of academic staff. The measure, known as the Measure of
Research Activity (MORA), uses established and verifiable research metrics. MORA may be used to assist with
individual employee planning and development, determining time made available to individual academics for research
purposes as well as for profiling the University's research productivity and performance in order to assist the University
to achieve its research goals.
(2) The policy details the requirements for measuring research activity (MORA) and replaces the previously used
Research Activity Index Policy.

Section 2 - Scope / Application
(3) This policy applies to:
a. Academic staff of Victoria University employed in teaching and research and research only positions as a means
to measure their research activity.
(4) This policy does not apply to:
a. Sessional staff.

Section 3 - Definitions
(5) Collaborators: All Chief Investigators on a project including external researchers.
(6) Creative Works Collection: The annual collection of creative research works conducted by the Office for Research in
accordance with Victoria University's Creative Arts Research Works Guidelines.
(7) Income: Income that is deemed eligible for inclusion in the Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC)
and which is shown in the University's financial accounts. The net amount will reflect transfers to and from other
institutions.
(8) New Staff: Teaching and Research and Research only staff who have not held a position of employment at Victoria
University within the 3 years immediately prior to the year the calculation is made.
(9) Publications: Publications that are deemed eligible for inclusion and measurement in the Higher Education Research
Data Collection (HERDC).
(10) Period: The 3 years immediately prior to the year the calculation is made.
(11) Research: Research is defined as the creation of new knowledge and/or the use of existing knowledge in a new
and creative way so as to generate new concepts, methodologies, understandings, inventions and applications of this
knowledge. This could include synthesis and analysis of previous research to the extent that it leads to new and creative
outcomes. This definition of research encompasses pure and strategic basic research, applied research and
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experimental development. Applied research is original investigation undertaken to acquire new knowledge but
directed
towards a specific, practical aim or objective (including a client-driven purpose) and which may include patentable
inventions or innovations.

a. This definition of research is consistent with a broad notion of research and experimental development (R&D) as
comprising of creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge,
including knowledge of humanity, culture and society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new
applications.
b. Activities that do not satisfy the definition of research include:
i. scientific and technical information services;
ii. general purpose or routine data collection;
iii. standardisation and routine testing;
iv. feasibility studies (except into research and experimental development projects);
v. specialised routine medical care;
vi. commercial, legal and administrative aspects of patenting, copyright or licensing activities; and
vii. routine computer programming, systems work or software maintenance.
(12) Timely Completion: Refers to a Research degree that is completed in a timely manner. In equivalent full-time (EFT)
terms, from initial enrolment to submission for examination. A Timely Completion is as follows: 4.1 years or less for
Research Doctorates and 2.1 years or less for Research Masters.

Section 4 - Policy Statement
(13) The research productivity of academic staff will be measured using the Measure of Research Activity (MORA).
(14) MORA calculations are based upon recognized research outputs and research activity over a Period as follows:
a. External Research Income;
b. Research Publications (A1 Books, B Book Chapters, C1 Refereed Journal Articles, E1 Refereed Conference
Publications, Recognised Creative Arts Research Works);
c. Research Student Completions (Research Doctorates and Masters by Research).
The value assigned to each of the above indicators is detailed in the procedure associated with this policy.
(15) Staff cannot achieve their benchmark solely through Research student completions.
(16) Only activity and outputs arising from Research will be recognized for the purpose of MORA.
(17) Only Income and Publications which are reported by the University as part of the Higher Education Research Data
Collection (HERDC) and recognised creative works will be included in the MORA calculation.
(18) Only Research doctorate students supervised to completion within 5 years (equivalent full-time) and Research
masters students supervised to completion within 3 years (equivalent full-time) will earn points.
(19) The minimum benchmark for a full-time member of academic staff undertaking a teaching and research role is as
follows:
Table 1: MORA Benchmarks
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Appointment Level
Level A
Level B
Level C
Level D
Level E

MORA Benchmark (minimum)
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
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Staff with a greater allocation of Research time will be expected to achieve a greater MORA Measure.

Quality weightings
(20) The quality of Victoria University's Research is valued for the benefit it brings to our academic, industry, community
and government partners along with the benefit it brings to our institutional and individual Research reputations, future
opportunities and productivity. For this reason, a quality weighting will be applied to selected Research outputs as
detailed in Table 2.
(21) Research books where a rigorous peer-review process can be demonstrated may be awarded additional points.
(22) Quality weightings will be applied to books, book chapters, refereed journal articles and conference publications
quality weightings in accordance with Table 2 in clause 23.

Collaboration weightings
(23) The University values and seeks to encourage and reward Research collaboration. Additional weightings are
therefore applied to Research outputs achieved through collaboration as detailed in Table 2.
Table 2 MORA Calculation Methodology

Definition

Research Income
Consistent with the
HERDC definition
which applied at the
time of reporting
that income to the
Commonwealth.

Research Publications
Consistent with the HERDC definition which
applied at the time of reporting that
publication to the Commonwealth.

Research student completions
As per the Graduate Research
Centre definition for Research
Doctorates and Research
Masters.

Creative Works accepted as part of the
University's Creative Arts Research Works
Collection.

Only Category 1, 2,
3 & 4 income will be Documentation may be required to support
included.
any other publication outputs
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Rules

Points (per
MORA
Exercise)

Only VU HERDC reported publications will be Only research student 28
included. New Staff can include verifiable
completions at VU can be
data from relevant, non VU, years of
included.
employment
Points will be awarded in the year
The staff member must be named as an
the student is classified.
author on the publication.
Points will be awarded to
Publication points are distributed in equal
supervisors who have actively
Amount included = proportions amongst the authors.
contributed to the completion; this
net income invoiced
will normally be those supervisors
& receipted by VU
at the time of submission.
A1 Peer reviewed book requires additional
in the calendar year. evidence above typical HERDC
specifications. The publication of a book must
Income is equally
include quality control processes such as
shared among VU
expert assessment or review, as well as
CIs listed in the
editing, copy-editing, design, and conversion
funding agreement. of the work into an appropriate format
$45,000 (cumulative A1 Peer Reviewed Book: 3.33 pts
Research Doctorates & PhD: 1 pt
total of external
per student FTE if completed
income) = 1 pt
within 4.1 years (equivalent
A1 Book: 1.66 pts
full-time)
Amounts over
B Book chapter: 0.33 pt
$45,000 are added
Masters by Research: 0.5 pts per
as a proportion of a C1 Refereed Journal Articles: 0.33 pt
student FTE if completed within
pt
2.1 years equivalent full-time.
E1 Fully Refereed Conference Papers in
disciplines where conference publications are Research student completion
points will be reduced
the primary vehicle for academic publishing:
incrementally up to and including
0.33 pt
12 months (for Research
Doctorates & PhDs) and 6
months (for Research Masters)
after the timely completion period.
Completions which occur after
this period will receive nil points.
Only VU HERDC
reported income will
be included. New
Staff can include
verifiable data from
relevant, non VU,
years of
employment

The distribution of points will be
reflective of the supervision load
of each formally listed supervisor.
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Quality
weightings
(multipliers)

Category 1
Research Income
attracts 1.50
weighting (ie add
50%)

Scimago Rank Quartile 1 journals attract
multiplier of 6.0, Quartile 2 attract a multiplier
of 4.0, Quartile 3 attract a multiplier of 2.0
Quartile 4 journals and unlisted journals do
not receive a quality weighting but still attract
the standard C1 points.
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Where a thesis is given an
average score from the
examiners of 2 or less a quality
weighting of 1.25 will be applied
to the completion points.

Where there is a nationally recognized,
discipline based, journal quality position not
reflected in the Scimago JR system, a case
can be made for inclusion by a College.

Collaboration
weightings
(multipliers)

Contracts with
multiple CIs attract
a collaboration
weighting of 1.25 (ie
add 25%).

Books and book chapters published by an
internationally preeminent publisher will
attract a multiplier of 2.0. To claim that a book
or book chapter has been published by an
internationally preeminent publisher, the
author(s) must make a case for approval.
Publications with multiple authors attract a
Not applicable
collaboration weighting of 1.25 (ie add 25%)

Variables, Exemptions & Reduced MORA Categories
(24) New Staff to Victoria University, appointed to a Teaching and Research position through a competitive process, will
normally qualify for their benchmark for a period of three years provided that a full curriculum vitae and list of research
publications is provided to the Office for Research. New staff can apply to exceed the benchmark but will need to submit
documentation to the Office for Research for evaluation. Research funding received and publications submitted from the
time of taking up an appointment at VU will normally need to have the staff member's affiliation identified as VU to be
included in the MORA calculation.
(25) Researchers may request recognition for other substantial, verifiable Research outputs. These requests should
made through the relevant College Director, Research & Research Training and require approval from the PVC
(Research & Research Training) or nominee. Research outputs likely to be approved include book chapters reporting
original research but lacking a commercial publisher, expert submissions and research reports relating to government
enquiries.

Section 5 - Procedures
(26) The following procedures are used to support this policy:
a. Measure of Research Activity (MORA) Procedures

Section 6 - Guidelines
(27) Nil
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Status and Details
Status:
Effective Date:
Review Date:
Approval Authority Policy:
Approval Authority Procedure Guideline:
Approval Date:
Expired Date:
Unit Head:
Author:
Enquiries Contact:

Current
16th April 2015
16th December 2017
Vice Chancellor
PVC Research and Research Training
16th April 2015
To Be Advised
Name: Donna Hannan +61 3 99194708
Position: Director Office for Research
Name: Donna Hannan +61 3 99194708
Position: Director Office for Research
Name: Donna Hannan +61 3 99194708
Position: Director Office for Research
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Measuring Individual Research Activity
Procedures
Section 1 - Purpose / Objectives
(1) The Measuring Individual Research Activity Policy was developed in 2013 to replace the Research Active Index
Policy. With this, a revised measure to calculate the research activity of an individual staff member, the Measure of
Research Activity (or MORA), replaced the measure that was included in the Research Active Index Policy, which was
known as the Research Active Index (or RAI).
(2) To ensure continuity of research activity measurement, it is intended to transition from the RAI to the MORA over a
period three years. As such:
a. the 2014 MORA calculation will be made of the RAI score obtained in 2011, 2012, and the MORA score for 2013
b. in 2015, the MORA score will be made up of the RAI score obtained in 2012, and the MORA scores obtained in
2013 and 2014.
c. in 2016, the transition from RAI to MORA will be complete, and the MORA Score will be made up of MORA
calculations from 2013, 2014 and 2015.
(3) With that in mind, and in accordance with the Measuring Individual Research Activity Policy, these procedures have
been designed to provide the process associated with the calculation of the MORA.

Section 2 - Scope / Application
(4) This Procedure applies to all researchers across the University.

Section 3 - Definitions
(5) Nil

Section 4 - Policy Statement
(6) See Measuring Individual Research Activity Policy.

Section 5 - Procedures
Part A - Roles and Responsibilities
Role

Responsibilities
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Office for
Research

Receives all data relating to MORA
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Considers and determines where Other Substantial Research Outputs can be included in MORA
Calculates MORA
Releases MORA results to the University

Researcher

Deans of
Colleges

Consider requests for recalculation of MORA
Provides all required data and evidence to support their MORA calculation
If desired, provide evidence of basis for recalculation of MORA
Proposes alternative quality measures, if desired, to the PVC Research & Research Training

Requests amendment to or rescinding of alternative quality measures
PVC
Considers appeals against Office for Research determinations with respect to the inclusion of Other
Research and Substantial Research Outputs
Research
Training
Considers appeals against Office for Research determinations with respect to requests to recalculate
MORA
Considers and approves / denies requests to utilise alternative quality measures in calculating MORA
values
Considers and approves / denies requests to amend or rescind alternative quality measures in
calculating MORA values

Part B - MORA Indicators
(7) This section outlines the indicators that can be used in the calculation of the MORA.

Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC)
(8) This is as outlined in the policy, and includes data collected and reported by the University to the Commonwealth
Government under the HERDC process. It includes:
a. External Research Income report by the University in a manner that is consistent with the HERDC definition
applied by the Commonwealth Government at the time of reporting and demarcated by Income Category (1, 2, 3
and 4).
b. Research Publications reported by the University in a manner that are consistent with the HERDC definition
applied by the Commonwealth Government at the time of reporting and demarcated according to type of
publication.

Creative works as Research
(9) Creative Works as research are those research outputs that are consistent with the VU Creative Works as Research
Guidelines and approved by the Creative Works as Research Evaluation Committee.

Research Student Completions
(10) Research students include students completing a Research Degree as defined and in accordance with relevant
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(11) A Research Student Completion refers to the submission for examination and Classification of a Thesis in
accordance with and meeting the requirements of University policy.
(12) The MORA calculation will only include:
a. research doctorate students successfully supervised to completion within 5 years (full time equivalent)
b. Masters by Research students successfully supervised to completion within 3 years (full-time equivalent)

Other Substantial Research Outputs
(13) A staff member may seek (subject to approval) to include other Research outputs calculation (henceforth referred
to as 'Other Substantial Research Outputs') in addition to the indicators outlined in clauses (8) - (12) for inclusion in
his/her MORA.
(14) Examples of Other Substantial Research Outputs include expert submissions or research reports provided to
government enquiries.
(15) The method for submission and approval for these Other Substantial Research Outputs is outlined in clauses (22) (23).

Part C - How to collect data and information associated with MORA
indicators
(16) This section outlines the method to be used in the collection of data associated with MORA indicators.

HERDC Data
(17) As outlined in clause (8), HERDC data includes External Research Income and Research Publications. Collection
of each will be as follows:
a. Data associated with External Research Income will be obtained from the University finance system and Office for
Research records of grants and contracts and as part of the University's annual response to and data and timeline
requirements under the annual Commonwealth Government's HERDC.
(18) In addition, the Office for Research will make an annual call (usually between April and June) requesting
researchers to provide new or updated information relating to External Research Income to the Office for Research in
the time, manner and using any forms required by the Office for Research.
(19) Research Publications data and additional external research income will be collected as part of the University
annual response to and data and timelines requirements under the Commonwealth HERDC.

Creative Work Data
(20) Researchers will be required to submit Creative Works as Research to the Office for Research usually by the last
Friday in August of each year, in the manner approved by and using any forms or systems required by the Office for
Research and consistent with the requirements of the VU Creative Works as Research Guidelines.

Research Student Completions Data
(21) Data associated with Research Student Completions will be recorded by the Graduate Research Centre as at 31
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August of each year for the census year spanning 1 Sept of the immediately preceding year to 31 August of the
current
year.

Claiming for Other Substantial Research Outputs or a Internationally Preeminent
Book Publisher
(22) The following information will be required to make a claim for Other Substantial Research Outputs or the quality
weighting for Internationally Preeminent Book Publishers to be included in a MORA calculation:
a. A completed application form
b. Copies of evidence demonstrating the Other Substantial Research Output(s) or the international pre-eminence of
the publisher.
c. The proposed value of each of the Other Substantial Research Outputs (see clause 28). This requirement does
not apply to publisher claims.
d. Written endorsement from and any additional information required by the relevant College Director of Research
and/or Dean for the Other Substantial Research Output(s) or the international pre-eminence of a book publisher to
be recognised in the MORA
e. Information requested by the PVC (Research and Research Training) or delegate

Process for Submission
(23) The process for claiming Other Substantial Research Outputs or Internationally Preeminent Book Publishers be
recognised in the MORA Calculation will be as follows:
a. The researcher must submit an application (see clause 22) to the Office for Research by 31 August for outputs
published within 3 years immediately prior to the year the MORA calculation is made.
b. The Office for Research will consider the application to ensure that the case is adequately documented for referral
to the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training).
c. The application will be provided with a recommendation from the Office for Research on whether to approve,
reject or seek further information to the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training) (or nominee) for
his/her consideration.
d. The Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training) (or nominee) will either:
i. Approve the claim for inclusion in the MORA calculation and advise the Office for Research of his/her
decision, including the value to be awarded. The Office for Research will advise the applicant.
ii. Reject the claim and advise the Office for Research of his/her decision. The Office for Research will advise
the applicant.
iii. Request further information. In this case, the applicant will respond to the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research
and Research Training) (or delegate) with the additional information in the requested timeframe.
The Pro-Vice Chancellor (or nominee) will then consider the application and the new information and either
approve and prescribe the value associated with each claim or reject it for inclusion in the MORA
calculation and advise the Office for Research of his/her final decision. The Office for Research will advise
the applicant.

Part D - College of Data Associated with Indicators and Staff
allocation to Colleges
(24) In collecting data associated with MORA indicators, staff will be listed and allocated to a College according to the
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Part E - Values associated with indicators
(25) This section outlines the values associated with each indicator.

Values associated with HERDC and Research Student Completions
(26) The Value associated with HERDC Indicators (External Research Income and Research Publications) and
Research Students Completions will be in accordance with those outlined in the policy.

Values associated with Creative Works
(27) The value of creative works is outlined will be in accordance with those outlined in the Creative Works as Research
Guideline.

Other Substantial Research Outputs
(28) A case for the value of Other Substantial Research Outputs will be proposed by the applicant as part of the
application process (see clause 22) and the final decision concerning the value will be made by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor
as part of the process outlined in clause (23).

Part F - Quality Weightings associated with MORA Indicators
(29) This section outlines the weightings to be applied in recognition of quality to each of the values outlined in Part B.
The purpose of these quality weightings is to encourage researchers to undertake and deliver research of the higher
quality, including by applying for more prestigious grants, publishing in the most respected outlets and achieving
superior results with Research Students

Quality Weighting associated with HERDC and Research Student Completions
(30) The Quality Weighting associated with HERDC Indicators (External Research Income and Research Publications)
and Research Students Completions are as outlined the policy.

Quality Weightings associated with Creative Works
(31) The Quality Weightings associated with Creative Works will be in accordance with those outlined in the Creative
Works as Research Guideline.

Quality Weightings for Other Substantial Research Outputs
(32) There will be no (that is, zero) Quality Weighting applied to Other Substantial Research Outputs.

Part G - Alternative Quality Lists
(33) This section outlines the process to determine research quality and associated quality weightings to be used in
accordance with Research Publications.

Alternative Output Quality Measures
The Process
(34) A written, proposed alternative to the SCImago quality index/list can be presented by a College Dean to the Pro
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Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training). The proposal should outline (but not be limited to) the following:

a. A detailed outline of the proposed alternative quality index/list with weightings clearly detailed
b. Why the alternative list is being proposed
c. The use of this list at other universities and research organisations or national recognition.
d. Evidence that this list meets and represents the standards of the discipline or disciplines.
(35) The Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training) will then consider the proposal. The Pro
Vice-Chancellor may request further information from the College Dean, and may seek input, advice and information
form others from within the University or from external stakeholders.
(36) The Pro Vice-Chancellor will then either:
a. approve the proposal for a maximum period of three years
b. request amendments
c. reject the proposal.
(37) Where amendments are requested, the College Dean will either:
a. respond in writing with a proposal that has made the requested amendments. In such a case, the Pro
Vice-Chancellor will approve the amended proposal for a maximum period of three years.
b. Outline and provide evidence for why the requested amendments should not be made. The Pro Vice-Chancellor
will then consider this and either approve the proposal for a maximum period of three years or reject the proposal.
In the event of a rejection, the Pro Vice Chancellor will provide the grounds for rejection.
(38) Approved proposals will be provided by the Pro Vice-Chancellor to the Office for Research. The Office for
Research will house the quality list/index on its website, and use it in the calculation of quality weightings for MORA
where appropriate. Alternative ranking systems are College specific and the application of this to journal articles will be
determined by the home College of the first named VU author.
(39) It will be within the discretion of the Pro Vice-Chancellor to rescind approval for an alternative or additional quality
index/list or request that the continued suitability of a list be reviewed at any time.

Request for a Change or Rescission of an Alternative Quality Index
(40) A College Dean may request a change or amendment to an approved alternative quality index or for an alternative
quality index to be rescinded in favour of the SCImago index.
(41) In case of a change or amendment to an approved alternative list, the Dean must follow the process outlined
clauses (37) - (38).
(42) A Dean may request to rescind an alternative quality index and adopt the SCImago quality index. In such a case,
the Dean must make the request in writing to the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training) outlining the
reasons for the rescission and providing evidence to support the request.
(43) The Pro Vice-Chancellor will either approve or reject the request. It is within the discretion of the Pro-Vice
Chancellors to seek information and advice in making his decision regarding whether or not to rescind the alternative
quality index. Changes to the quality index will not apply retrospectively.

Collaboration Weightings associated with MORA Indicators
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(44) This section outlines the weightings to be applied in recognition of research collaboration to each of the Indicator
Values outlined in Part F.

(45) The purpose of these Collaboration Weightings is to encourage researchers to undertake and deliver research in
collaboration with other researchers (internally and externally) in recognition of the role that this plays in building and
sustaining the University's research capacity and culture.

Collaboration Weightings associated with HERDC and Research Student Completions
(46) A Collaboration Weighting applies to HERDC Data as outlined in the policy.
(47) In accordance with the policy, there will be no (that is, zero) Collaboration Weighting applied to Research Student
Completions.

Collaboration Weightings associated with Creative Works
(48) The Collaboration Weightings associated with Creative Works will be in accordance with those outlined in the
Creative Works as Research Guideline.

Collaboration Weightings associated with Other Substantial Research Outputs
(49) There will be no Collaboration Weighting applied to Other Substantial Research Outputs.

Part H - MORA Benchmark and New Staff: Waiving the right to
automatic Minimum MORA
(50) New research staff may waive the right to automatically qualify for the Minimum MORA Benchmark and apply to
have a MORA calculation based on their research activity at a previous institution(s).

Information Required
(51) A researcher will be required to submit the following:
a. A completed application form providing information on Research Indicators (see Part B) that are relevant to the
application. As part of this:
i. Research Publications written since assuming his/her appointment at Victoria University will normally be
required to have Victoria University outlined in the affiliation to qualify for inclusion in the MORA calculation.
ii. Research funding earned or won since assuming his/her Victoria University appointment must be in a
Victoria University account.
b. Written endorsement from and information required by the relevant College Director of Research and/or Dean
c. Information requested by the PVC (Research and Research Training) or delegate

Process for Submission
(52) The process for requesting to waive the right to automatic Minimum MORA will be as follows:
a. The researcher must provide the information (see clause 22) to the Office for Research by 31 August
b. The Office for Research will consider the application and ensure that all information necessary to determine the
MORA calculation.
c. The Office for Research will then report the MORA Calculation to the relevant College Director of Research and
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Annual MORA Process
(53) The University will calculate the MORA annually in the first week of November of each year.

MORA Calculation Method/Formula
(54) A MORA calculation is based upon the MORA Indicators in Part B (subject to any applicable Quality or
Collaboration Weighting) over the immediate past three years.
(55) The method or formula of calculation associated with each MORA Indicator is as follows:
a. External Research Income (applies to total project income of greater than $0)
b. Research income MORA points (per project) = External Research Income / $45,000 / total number of VU Chief
Investigators x research income quality weighting (if applicable) x collaboration weighting (if applicable)
c. Research publication MORA points (per Research Publication) = research publication point / total number of
authors x research publication quality weighting x collaboration weighting (if applicable)
(56) Research Students
a. The calculation method for research students will depend on whether the Research Student was a Research
Masters or a Research Doctorate student.
b. Research Masters Student completion MORA points (per student) = 0.5 x supervision fraction x timely completion
fraction x thesis quality weighting (if applicable)
c. Research Doctorate Student completion MORA points (per student) = 1.0 x supervision fraction x timely
completion fraction x thesis quality weighting (if applicable).
d. Timely completion is 4.1 years EFT for research doctorate or PhD, and 2.1 years EFT for Masters by Research)
and the "timely completion fraction" = 1.0 if timely completion, or reduced incrementally down to 0.0 for 1 year
beyond timely completion.
(57) Creative Works
a. Creative works as research MORA points (per output) - as outlined in the VU Creative Works as Research
Guidelines
(58) Other substantial research outputs points (if applicable)
a. Other substantial research output points (output) will be awarded points in accordance with the level approved in
an application (see clause 22).

Part I - Office for Research responsible for Annual MORA Calculation
(59) The MORA Calculation in clauses (54) - (58) will be conducted by the Office for Research.

Release of MORA Calculation Results
(60) The Office for Research will release the results of the MORA calculation during November of the calculation year.

College Reports
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(61) The Office for Research will provide a report on the MORA calculation to each College Dean and Research
Director.

Staff access to MORA Results
(62) Staff may access their MORA results online through the QUEST research system.

Request for Recalculation of MORA
(63) Where a researcher suspects errors or incorrect calculation of his/her MORA, then he/she may seek a
recalculation. The process is as follows:
a. The researcher must contact the Office for Research by the last Friday in March following the year of the MORA
calculation, including provide evidence to support the claim, including the support of his/her College Dean and
Director of Research.
b. The Office for Research will then either:
i. Agree to the request for recalculation
ii. Reject the request
iii. Ask for further information. In this case, the researcher will be required to provide the Office for Research
with the additional information in the requested timeframe. The Office for Research will then consider the
application and the new information and either approve or reject the request for a recalculation in the
MORA.
c. Where a request has been rejected, the researcher may submit the request to the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research
and Research Training). The Pro Vice-Chancellor will the either:
i. Approve the request for recalculation
ii. Reject the request for recalculation
iii. Ask for further information. In this case, the researcher will be required to provide the Pro Vice-Chancellor
(Research and Research Training) with the additional information in the requested timeframe. The Pro
Vice-Chancellor (Research and Research Training) will then consider the application and the new
information and either approve or reject the request for a recalculation in the MORA.
(64) The provisions in this section apply only to the current MORA result.

Part J - Changes to collection method and/or values and implications
for MORA calculation
(65) Where a change is made to:
a. the indicators to be included in the MORA
b. the value associated with a MORA indicator
c. the value given for Collaboration Weightings associated with a MORA indicator
d. the values provided for Quality Weightings associated with a MORA indicator
e. the time or dates associated with collection of data associated with MORA indicators
f. any alternative quality index used for calculation
g. changes in the SCImago quality for a given year
then those changes will apply only to the current and future (where applicable) MORA calculation year and will not be
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applied retrospectively.

(66) For example, a change to the Quality Weighting for research income in 2014 will apply only to income received in
2014 and not to income in 2013 or 2012.

Section 6 - Guidelines
(67) Creative Works as Research Guideline

Status and Details
Status:
Effective Date:
Review Date:
Approval Authority Policy:
Approval Authority Procedure Guideline:
Approval Date:
Expired Date:
Unit Head:
Author:
Enquiries Contact:

Current
2nd February 2016
2nd October 2018
Vice Chancellor
PVC Research and Research Training
2nd February 2016
To Be Advised
Name: Donna Hannan +61 3 99194708
Position: Director Office for Research
Name: Arnaldo Barone +61 3 99195596
Position: Senior Advisor
Name: Donna Hannan +61 3 99194708
Position: Director Office for Research
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Attachment MHG-3a

Victoria University Academic Workloads Model 2014 Allocation - College of Arts

Hamel-Green, Michael

Academic's Name:

Staff ID: 5000263

Level:

E

Availability:

100

Availability:

100

A. Availability Details
From Staff Worksheet
Employment Time Fraction:

1.0

Unavailability [Excess Leave: 0 day(s) = 0 pts.]
Details:

Unavail
Points
0.0

Teaching Hours per Unit of Study

B. Teaching Details Table:

Lecture hours
Select details of Units of Study taught / planned to teach for the year
Unit
Campus
Code
Code Semester
Unit of Study List
ASA5008 F S3 Peace Violence And Conflict
ASA5008
F
3
ASA5050 F S1 Conflict Resolution In Groups
And Commun
ASA5050
F
1
ASA2030 F S1 Regional & International Orgs
& Policy F
ASA2030
1
ASW3105 G S1 Community Development ASW3105
G
1
ASC3095 F S3 Conflict Resolution In Groups
& Communit
ASC3095
F
3
ASP2003 F S2 International Security
ASP2003
F
2

Enrolments
9
25
19
46
10
28

Tutorial / Seminar /
Workshop hours

Lab,
Clinic,
Total
Superv'n Teaching
Hours

Original Repeat Original Repeat
(Mode 4) (Mode 2) (Mode 3) (Mode 2) (Mode 1)
8
4
6
8
8
8
24
12
12
18

Total Hours Taught by Type

12

12

70.0

0.0

36.0

Online
Online
Unit?

Online
Rate

Tick

Normally
0.2

Reading Project
Unit?
Unit

Tick

43
(Target Points)

Large
PBL,
Unit
field /
Marking clinical,
LiWC

Number of
Groups

Points

Points

0

0.0

0.0

18.0
24.0
48.0
18.0
24.0

12.0

14.0

132.0

Teaching Hours and Points Summary:
Mode
4. Mode 4 Original
4
3
1. Mode 3 Original
2. Mode 2 Repeat
2
3. Mode 1 No prep
1
Total Contact hours & points

Contact
Hours
70.0
36.0
12.0
14.0
132.0

Workload Hours
Mode x Hours
280.0
108.0
24.0
14.0
426.0

5. Online Learning (Enrolments x Online Rate)
6. Large Unit Marking
7. Reading Units (Enrolments in Reading Unit x 0.4)
8. Project Units (Project Unit Groups Total x 0.4)
9. PBL, field/clinical, LiWC

Teaching
Points
16.4
6.3
1.4
0.8
24.9

10. Major Course/Unit of Study Development
11. Online Delivery Development
12. Leadership in T & L
13. External Engagement in T & L
14. Professional Development in T & L
15. Additional Teaching
16. Other T & L

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Total Teaching Points

Date Generated: 12/06/2014 4:08 PM

C. Other Teaching and Learning (T & L):

Details in
Section I

2.3
Total Other T & L Points

24.9

2.3

Academic's Name:

Hamel-Green, Michael

A. Availability Details
D1. Research Student Supervision:

Student Names List

Staff ID: 5000263

Level:

E

Availability:

100

(Target Points)
44

D2. Research Student Completions in 2013
Masters /
Principal
Credit Honours / Semester % Super- SuperUOS
Points
Enrolled
vised
PhD
visor?
ASR1001
24
PHD
1
60%
ASR1001
24
PHD
2
60%
ACR1001
24
PHD
1
67%
ACR1001
24
PHD
2
67%
APR1000
48
PHD
1
67%
APR1000
48
PHD
2
67%
ACR1001
24
PHD
1
100%
ACR1001
24
PHD
2
100%
1000
48
PHD
1
100%
APR 1000
48
PHD
2
100%
AAA6002
48
MaMin/H
1
100%
AAA6002
48
MaMin/H
1
100%
AAA6002
48
MaMin/H
1
100%
AAA6002
48
MaMin/H
1
100%
AAA6002
48
MaMin/H
2
100%

Total Research Student Supervision Points
Summary:
17. Sole Supervisor (PhD, DBA, EdD, Ma-Res)
18. Principal (PhD, DBA, EdD, Ma-Res)
19. Associate (PhD, DBA, EdD, Ma-Res)
20. Masters Minor Thesis/Honours
21a. Prof Dev't in Supervision

From Table
D1
Details in Section I

i) PhD and Masters-by-Research Completions
ii) Masters (Minor Thesis)/Honours Completions
Student Name
Points
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
3.0
3.0
1.8
1.8
3.5
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
37.2
10.5
11.7
0.0
15.0

Points
0.0
MA(Minor Thesis)
or Honours

% Contribution

0.0

21b. Total Research Student Completions

Total Supervision Points

E. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoT&L):
22. Basic Scholarship
23a. Professional Development in Scholarship
23b. Grad. Cert. In Tertiary Education
24. Other SoT&L

10 points max

10.0

Details in Section I

0.0

No. Units Enrolled:
Details in Section I

Total SoT&L Points

F. Research and Creativity (R & C):
25. Research Active Points (transferred from Staff Research Worksheet)
Workloads RAI: 3.54
Nominal Benchmark (Level E):
4.0
Adjusted Benchmark:
0.0
Modified RAI: 0.88
Points x Availability =
0

0

No of Months Approved:
26. Research Transition (15 pts x Availability)
Sems in PhD/DBA:
27. Enrolled in H. degree P/T (10 pts x Availability)
28. Major Project responsibility (Reduce Availability OR absorb in Res. Active/Transition pts)
29. Research Development
30. Leadership in R & C
Details in Section I
Requires Office of
31. External Engagement in R & C
Research Approval
32. Professional Development in R & C
33. Other R & C

10.0

Min. RAI

Points

1
1.5
2
2.5
3.5
4.5

25
30
35
40
45
50

0.0
0.0

Total Research and Creativity Points

Date Generated: 12/06/2014 4:08 PM

37.2

Higher value
displayed

0.0

Hamel-Green, Michael

Academic's Name:

A. Availability Details
G1. Course Co-ordination Table:

Course
Code Course Name

Staff ID: 5000263

Level:

E

Availability:

100

(Target Points)
45

G2. Unit of Study Co-ordination Table:
Ave.
Enrolments

Course
Co-ord'n
% by
Academic

Total Course Co-ordination Points

Points
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Unit of Study List
Semester
1
ASA2030 S1 Regional & International Orgs & Policy
ASW3105 S1 Community Development
1
3
ASA5008 S3 Peace Violence And Conflict
ASC3095 S3 Conflict Resolution In Groups & Communit 3
2
ASP2003 S2 International Security

Enrolments
19
46
9
10
28

% of UoS Co-ord'n
by Academic
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Total Unit Co-ordination Points

H. Service to the University (SttU)
34. Basic Service
35. Head of School
36. Course Co-ordination
37. Unit of Study Co-ordination
38. Student Selection

Date Generated: 12/06/2014 4:08 PM

Start
Year
10 points max

10.0

Use for Acting HoS (short term)
From Table G1
From Table G2
Allocation by HoS from Selection Budget

0.0
3.0

39a. Staff New to VU (in first 12 months)
39b. Staff New to Higher Education (Level A and B only)
40. Leadership in SttU
41. External Engagement in SttU
42. Professional Development in SttU
43. Other SttU

Start Month

Points
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

3.0

Months in
2014

Points

0
0

0.0
0.0

Details in
Section I

Total Service to the University Points

13.0

44. Points Carried Forward from 2013

2.6

Hamel-Green, Michael

Academic's Name:

Staff ID: 5000263

Level:

E

Availability:

A. Availability Details
I. Additional Information
Item No.
16
16

Explanation / Details as required
0.3 Points for T&L grant buyout approved by Paul Duckett
2 Points for UoS coordination not automatically calculated

Workload Points Summary
Academic:

Hamel-Green, Michael

Item

Category

1-9

Teaching

Points
24.9

10 - 16

Other Teaching & Learning

17 - 21

Supervision

37.2

22 - 24

Scholarship of Teaching & Learning

10.0

25 - 33

Research & Creativity

34 - 43

Service to the University

13.0

44

Points Carried Forward

2.6

Total Points Allocated:
Target Points:
Over or Under by:
Percentage Over/Under by:
Carry Forward to 2015:

2.3

0.0

90.1
100.0
-9.9
-9.9%
-9.9

Signatures:
Academic:

Date Generated: 12/06/2014 4:08 PM

College Dean:

Date:

100

(Target Points)
46

47

Attachment MHG-3b

48

49

50

51

52

Plan for SUPERVISION

53

Include any students who are undertaking a research project eg Honours, Masters by Research, PhD, Professional Doctorate, Interns, Summer Scholarship, LIWP.
Please indicate affiliation of any non-VU supervisors
Note: HDR supeiVision completion Is excluded in the Workload RAI from 2012.

Project Title

Principle/ Associate Supervisors

Expected
Completion Date

PhD

Iatrogenic disease models

A Smith

Jan,2016

PhD {PT)

Climate Change, community leadership and

Principal: Michael HamelJune 2016
Green
Associate: Prof.John Wiseman
(external)

Year

Type

Example:
2014

2014

Student

engagement in disadvantaged and culturally diverse
communities

2014

PhD (PT)

Empowerment and Engagement: Case Studies in
Principal: Michael HamelVictoria, Australia, of people who are homeless and
Green
volunteers who are working in services for the homeless Associate:
Dr Siew Fang Law

Dec 2019

2014

MA Research
(FT)

The impacts of the neighbourhood house community
development model on individual lives and local
communities

Principal: Michael HamelGreen
Associate: Dr Tracey Ollis
(external)

Dec 2016

2014

MA
Research
(PT)

Farmer cooperatives: an essential element in TimorLeste's rural development

Principal: Michael HamelGreen
Associate: Dr Helen Hill

Dec 2018

2014

MA
Research
(FT)

Contextualisation of responsibility to protect - civilian
protection linkage

Principal: Michael HamelGreen

Dec 2015
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